This letter serves as an official invitation to attend the ATAST-IFE² 2019

SPECIATION EDITION 10th anniversary

Dears

IFE², the International Festival of Engineering Science and Technology in Tunisia, is a 9-day-festival organized by ATAST, the Tunisian Association for the future of Science and Technology, open for all students and supervisors aged between 14-24, and even parents and professors. The International Science and Technology Engineering Fair, is where all participants get the chance to get rid of boredom, have fun, and even create. The I-TSEF, which is a scientific competition in different areas that shall improve and develop the young scientists’ skills and show how innovative they can be, not to mention its rewarding prizes. All of this, encourages them to apply their imagination and their creativity to technology innovations. I-IFE², is born from a desire to bring the world’s young scientist together The competition, IFE² is not just about promoting professional excellence, however; it also serves to promote intercultural dialogue and cooperation, through the involvement of students and experts from many different countries.

We invite your delegation to represent your country in one of the most prestigious and innovative science fairs of our time. Your finale rating does not depend solely on your project and presentation but various trials revolving around your domain as well. You will stay in “ROSA BEACH HOTEL” MONASTIR town during the event, the expositions will be in a very special space.

We kindly invite your Team, as finalists to join the I-IFE² Festival from 21th to 26th of March 2019, TUNISIA.

For All Details you can contact us by email:
info.atast@gmail.com or by the phone: +21628670570

Best regards,
Mr HATEM SLIMANE, NATIONAL PRESIDENT